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-- Situated in Calgary, Scotiabank

Saddledome is a prominent multi-

purpose arena hosting a diverse range

of events, from thrilling hockey games

to captivating concerts.

Home NHL Team:

As the proud home of the Calgary

Flames of the National Hockey League

(NHL), Scotiabank Saddledome resonates with the fervor of hockey enthusiasts, fostering

community pride.

Best Seats for Hockey:

For an immersive hockey experience, optimal views can be found in sections close to the ice,

such as the lower and mid-level areas. These sections provide a prime vantage point to witness

the on-ice action.

Best Seats for Concerts:

Prime seating for concerts is typically situated in central sections with unobstructed views, often

in the lower and mid-level areas. These seats ensure an optimal concert experience with

excellent sightlines and acoustics.

Club Seats:

Scotiabank Saddledome offers exclusive club seating options, providing enhanced amenities,

superior comfort, and access to private lounges. These club seats cater to patrons seeking a

refined and comfortable setting for their event experience.

Ticket Prices for Hockey:
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Ticket prices for hockey events at Scotiabank Saddledome vary based on factors such as

opponents and seat locations. The venue accommodates diverse preferences and budget

considerations, ensuring accessibility for a broad audience.

Ticket Prices for Concerts:

Concert ticket pricing is thoughtfully structured to cater to various budgets, considering factors

such as artists, seat locations, and event popularity. This approach ensures inclusivity for all

music enthusiasts attending events at Scotiabank Saddledome.

Suites:

Elevate the event experience with Scotiabank Saddledome's suites, featuring private seating,

personalized service, and bespoke amenities. Suite pricing reflects a commitment to providing

an exclusive and luxurious environment for patrons seeking a premium experience.

Scotiabank Saddledome stands as a cornerstone of Calgary's cultural and sports identity,

offering an inclusive platform for enthusiasts to gather and enjoy diverse entertainment

experiences.

Please visit our website at https://americanarenas.com/ for more information.
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